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DAY 08 WEDNESDAY 7TH APRIL 
HERVEY BAY TO GIN GIN TO GLADSTONE TO ROCKHAMPTON - 410 KLMS 

Woken to a noise around 7.00am coming from the 

next cabin and getting out of bed to investigate yes it 
was Leyland and Peter putting the tyre and alternator 
back on the car before we depart. 
 

All ready to leave at 8.25am  we drove on till we 
reached the highway at 8.55am  to Childers  then 
onto Gin Gin where we stopped at a park in the main 

street for morning tea at 10.00am. A great little town 
and we moved on about 10.25am.  
 

We pulled up at Miram Vale for fuel as we were get-
ting short and Graeme wasn’t sure how much further 

we would get.  
 

Then back on the road and headed for Gladstone 
where we were having lunch arriving at 12.45pm. After 

driving around and shopped for lunch we found a little 
park near the marina. Leyland and Helen got a little lost 
and after calls they made their way to where we were.  

At 2.10pm we were back on the road again and heading towards to 

Rockhampton the cattle town.  
 

On our arrival there were cows (statues) at the entrance to welcome the 
visitors  and cows up the middle of the street . A very pretty town, very 

big.  We arrived at the motel at 3.20pm. After checking in Leyland and 
Helen did their sightseeing while Ian came with Graeme and I and Peter 
went with Pauline and Rob.  

 

We were driving up to Mt Arthur Lookout but only reached half way when 
Graeme noticed the temperature gauge getting high like it did at Coffs 

Harbour so we were  able to stop off the side of the road and give it a 
chance to cool while we were able to take a look at Rockhampton. We 
didn’t go any further as Graeme thought it better not too. We wanted the 

others to go up but they said they wouldn’t.  as we drove off the needle 
came back down and the car was fine. We stopped at Coles and bought 
meat for a BBQ. 
 

Us girls got the salads ready while the boys cooked as it was getting 
darker and not much light we sat in front of our rooms with the doors 
open for light. We enjoyed just sitting around and talking about the days 

events. We called it a night around 8.00pm. 

They’re bigger in Rockhampton 

Sugarcane as far as the eye could see 


